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Mother Teresa and Tom Jones love child revealed
Mother Teresa and Tom Jones love

child revealed.

(Catholic Progressive Weekly,

Penance, Illinois)

A reliable source in the Vatican tells

us that the recent scandal over the

'nun bun' was a concerted effort to

buy time and disguise an even bigger

story in catholic circles, namely the

well-hidden and ill-conceived affair

between the entertainer Tom Jones

and Mother Teresa. 

Quoted as having said: "Forget

Bennifer, this one's gonna rock the

establishment". The aforementioned

vatican source could not be pinned

down for the anomalies in his spoken

accent, but added that "everything that

man has imagined before will change. I

know a lot of you have been expecting

some kind of extra-terrestial contact to

be the great leap forward in the future

years. I can confirm, having witnessed some strange things around higher

authorities (in the vatican), that telepathic content distribution is the new

iTunes." Forget Jobs and Gates, the biohackers at BaseVat, special talent

that experts here got their hands on after the breakdown of the Soviet

Union, are planning big releases in the next 12 to 18 months, to regain

the catholic global marketshare. 

Franchising and product development secrets run riot, but our source

could not confirm

actual specifics,

fearing reprisals.

Hints were dropped,

however, at the

extra-commercial

dimensions of the

applied technology.
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is not happy about

our lowered profit

margins - i guess we

don't have to

mention the

currency, eh?" He looks down, kicking the sand. "So some steps are

being taken at the marketing department to ensure that our efforts are at

the right frequency with out customers - hence Tom and Teresa. They are

both precon 1 (special vatican scale of measurement for telepathic

activity). If things get out of hand, our customers will be covered globally

thanks to their child, Michael."
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